
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 

Annunciations from the Margins 
 
Welcome:  
 

Prelude:  Darkness I 
   Marney Curran 
 
Call to Worship: 
 

 
What good is it to me if Mary gave birth to CHRIST twenty centuries ago and I 
don’t give birth to CHRIST in my person and my culture and my times?  
So, let us prepare room in our lives to bear CHRIST to the world! 

 
In the myths which sustain us, a young woman had the courage to say, “Yes..” 
So, let us prepare ourselves to say, “Yes” to the plaintive cries we hear all around 
us. 
 
In the myths which sustain us, we hear the echoes of peoples longing for LOVE. 
So, let us prepare ourselves to join our voices to the cries for peace on Earth. 
 
In the myths which sustain us, angels sang their glorious praise. 
So, let us lend our voices to the celestial anticipation of LOVE’s appearing. 
 
Thanks be to All that IS HOLY for the hope which thrives even in darkness! 
Thanks be to the ONE who yearns to be born in us, our LOVER, BELOVED, and 
LOVE Itself.   
Amen. 

 
 

Music printed under 
LiscenSing #1975 

 



 
Song:  The Place Where Advent Starts 

  TUNE: JOYOUS LIGHT by Marty Haugen   TEXT: David R. Weiss 

 
Greeting   

 
The Cosmic ONE, the SOURCE of All that IS, 

   the MYSTERY who rises in every act of compassion 
   and the power of LOVE’s flow, is with you all! 
   Thanks be to ALL that IS HOLY! 



 
Prayer of the Day 

 
Let’s continue in prayer:    
We long for DIVINITY to be stirred, to tear open the heavens and appear in power and 
glory.  We are distracted by the hustle and bustle of the season,  
and yet we long for the advent of Christ in our midst.   
Let us open our eyes  so that we can see the appearance of the angels; open our ears so 
that we can hear the testimony of the shepherds; open our hearts so that we can ponder 
the secrets of Mary;  and open our mouth so that we can shout the good news that Christ 
comes to us over and over again.    
Let us proclaim the wonder of Christ’s advent in us, with deeds of compassion and grace, 
so that all may know that God is LOVE.   
Let us worship in the name of the ONE who is, was and evermore shall be CHRIST, 
born in us, again and again, and again.  Amen. 

 
Song:   Choose to Hope – words & music by Marty Haugen 

 
 
 

  



 
First Parable 
 

Genesis  16:7-13 
 
Now the messenger of the ALL-SEEING GOD found Hagar by a spring of water in the 
wilderness, the spring on the way to Shur.  
And the messenger said, “Hagar, slave girl of Sarai, from where have you come and 
where are you going?” 
And Hagar said, “From my mistress Sarai am I fleeing.” 
The messenger of the INSCRUTABLE GOD said to her, “Return to your mistress, and 
subject yourself to her.” 
The messenger of the WELLSPRING OF LIFE said to Hagar, “Greatly will I multiply your 
seed, so they cannot be counted for multitude.” 
Then the messenger of the FOUNT OF LIFE said to Hagar, 
  “Look! You are pregnant and shall give birth to a son, 
  and you shall call him Ishmael (meaning GOD hears), 
  for the FAITHFUL ONE has heard of your abuse, 
  He shall be a wild ass of a man, 
  with his hand against everyone, 
  and everyone’s hand against him; 
  and he shall live in the sight of all his kin.” 
So, Hagar named the LIVING GOD who spoke to her: “You are El-ro’i”; for she said, 
“Have I really seen GOD and remained alive after seeing GOD?” 
 

  
Acclamation:   Prepare the Way 
 

 
 
 



 
Gospel Parable:  Luke 1:26-38 

 
 

In the sixth month the angel Gabriel was sent by GOD  to a town in Galilee, Nazareth, to a virgin  
maiden young woman betrothed to a man whose name was Joseph, of the house of David. And 
the name of the virgin  maiden young woman was Mary.  
And the angel came to Mary and said, “Rejoice, favoured one! The HIGHEST GOD is with you.” 
Now Mary was troubled by the angel’s words and pondered what sort of greeting this was. 
Then the angel said to her, “Fear not Mary, for you have Found favour with GOD.  
And now, you will conceive in your womb and give birth to a son, and you will name him Jesus. 
He will be great and will be called the CHILD of the MOST HIGH, and the SOVEREIGN GOD 
will give him the throne of his ancestor David. He will reign over the house of Jacob forever, and 
of his sovereignty there will be no end.” Then Mary said to the angel, “How can this be, since I 
have not known a man intimately?” The angel said to her, “The HOLY SPIRIT, SHE will come 
upon you, and the power of the MOST HIGH will overshadow you; therefore the one born will be 
holy. 
The child will be called the CHILD of GOD. And now, Elizabeth your kinswoman has even 
conceived a child in her old age, and this is the sixth month for she who was called barren. 
For nothing will be impossible with GOD.” 
Then Mary said, “Here am I, the woman-servant of GOD; let it be with me according to your 
word.” Then the angel left Mary.  

 
Reflection:  Annunciations from the Margins 
 
 

Song of the Day:  O Come, O Come, Emmanuel    
Music: VENI EMMANUEL, 15th Century Plainsong; arr. Healey Willan 

Text:  Susan Wickham  
 

O come, O come, Emmanuel, 
and fill our lives, all dark and fear dispel, 
as once an exiled Israel you found, 
redeemed, restored and set on holy ground. 
Rejoice! Rejoice! 
Emmanuel shall come to us and in our hearts will dwell. 
 
O come, O light of Christ, so bright and clear 
and lift our spirits by your advent here. 
In all our longing, show us your face, 
that we may know the warmth of your embrace. 
Rejoice! Rejoice! 
Emmanuel shall come to us and in our hearts will dwell. 
 
O come, O Wisdom, mind and heart divine, 
help us restore a world we’ve let decline. 
Enlighten us; your way we would know 
and show us where new seeds of hope to sow. 
Rejoice! Rejoice! 
Emmanuel shall come to us and in our hearts will dwell. 

 



 
Prayers of the People 

 
Eric: Schultz: 
 
MYSTERY; thousands of years of human evolution hasn’t removed our natural inclination to fear what 
we do not know.  We use names in an attempt to make the unknown feel more familiar.  In the depth of 
our being there is a profound yearning to know you, to name you to quell our unrest. With or without 
names your messenger is clear “do not fear”. 
 CREATOR; the cosmos gives us a glimpse of the splendour of infinity while the blue-green planet we call 
home is groaning under the strain of what we take and what we discard. May fear move us to fight for 
this home, not freeze and concede it’s demise. 
 HEALER; the evolving waves of the global pandemic bring to the surface our fear of illness -threatening 
to rob us of things we cherish: freedom, mobility, family, life.  May we have courage to face our fear 
with the certainty that healing love can be experienced as a calming presence in our dis-ease. 
 SOURCE of LIFE; the announcement of future parenthood brings a kaleidoscope of emotions including 
fear.  May all who are expecting be surrounded by kindness, hope and wonder of the mystery of 
pregnancy. 
 PROCLAIMER of RIGHTEOUSNESS; news of violence, near and far assaults us everyday.  Reports of 
stabbings, shootings in our cities and accounts of oppression of the powerless arrive from around the 
globe.  Be a messenger to us that goodness most often is not newsworthy and goes unheralded, 
unacknowledged.  May we set aside our fear, raise our voices to honor the common good and with 
courage call out evil, corruption and injustice. 
 NAMELESS ONE in the silent prayers of those who are petrified or panicked; of being lost, or being 
trapped; of being alone or overwhelmed in a crowd, of being mistreated or ignored; of living life that 
feels meaningless. May your message ring clear “do not fear”, “I am near”.  One who was, is and forever 
becoming; Emmanuel – with us.   
 
Jane Winstanley 
 
WE gather together in Thanksgiving for deep wells and fresh springs of life-giving water, gifts 
from the SOURCE of all life, given indiscriminately for all people to enjoy. Wells of LOVE, 
springs of HOPE - give us what we need when we thirst for equality in our society.  Refresh us 
when we feel overwhelmed with the needs of our time. Give us energy to heal this planet, care 
for the sick and reconcile with our Indigenous people. 
As Hagar escaped abuse and traveled towards the wells of Shur you met her. Meet all who are 
abused in their time of need.  In our times of discouragement and loneliness remind us to 
search for and return to the bottomless well of your LOVE - so that our hearts will be filled to 
overflowing with the living waters of your Spirit of HOPE. 
Mary experienced rejection by her society as an unwed mother. Too many are discriminated 
against in our society.  Today we give thanks that your justice did ‘roll down like waters’ –   in the 
conviction of those who killed Ahmaud Arbery.  We remember that there are many still waiting 
for justice, may they be encouraged. Move us to support those working to eliminate injustice in 
our world.   
We know that many in British Columbia, the east coast, and other parts of the world, are 
overwhelmed with flooding. As we grieve with them for their losses let us turn our thoughts into 
actions by supporting all who are helping, neighbours and strangers, army personnel and 
politicians.  May these communities all be filled with Your Spirit of HOPE.   



Remembering how Moses found a spring of water in the wilderness as the Israelites escaped 
bondage in Egypt.  We see images of migrants and refugees crossing lands, rivers and seas to 
escape lives of oppression. May springs of LOVE bubble up in their various communities, so 
that their thirst for work, peace and freedom is realised. Renew their HOPE in a new life for their 
children.   We think of all who work to rescue and resettle travellers – may they be upheld by all 
who trust in your LOVE.   
Keep us thirsty, LIFE-GIVING ONE, continually refill our hearts from your deep wells and 
springs of water so we can bring renewed courage, LOVE and HOPE to all who are in need. 
 
Sharon Willan 
 
HOLY ONE, the English poet W. H. Auden wrote, “We would rather be ruined than changed, / 
We would rather die in our dread / Than climb the cross of the moment / And let our illusions 
die.”  
All week as news reports scrolled across the TV, I felt as if what he wrote was true. I began 
feeling listless and sad and even the thought of hope that runs through Advent didn’t stir me. 
And then I read, “What good is it to me if Mary gave birth to CHRIST twenty centuries ago and I 
don’t give birth to CHRIST in my person and my culture and my times?  
A rather painful AHA moment… 
I realized I was resisting climbing the cross of the moment and allowing my illusions to shape 
me. I began to see that the parable of people living in the margins have much to teach us about 
how to live. 
FAITHFUL ONE, you wept as 27 immigrants drowned in the English Channel while crossing 
from France to Britain. The illusion that You, HOLY ONE would save them when we have been 
given everything we need to help fall apart. We fail. 
May we focus on our failure and find ways to birth Christ anew in this time and place. 
SUFFERING ONE you groan with our Earth as this Gift of beauty and Life is diminished by our 
illusions of scarcity. 
May we realize that we have enough. May we understand that when any of us have more than 
we need, someone else doesn’t have the essentials to live. 
You have been called EL SHADDAI, the BREASTED ONE. You see the plight of women and 
young girls. Although created equally, this gift has been taken away by the illusion of power over 
rather than power with. The parables of Hagar, Mary, Hannah and Elizabeth all teach us that 
“You hear” and you are faithful. May we find ways to be with women in the margins, listen to 
their stories of fear. May we be a sanctuary for them. 
During this Advent season, may we walk with our FAITHFUL ONE. May we  reflect and delve 
into our personal illusions and see how they shape us. May we learn how to shatter these 
illusions with deep Hope to bring about a future where people living in the margins are freed.  
HOLY ONE who hears us in our pain and our joy, in our sadness and readiness to stand up for 
justice, may we hear your voice in the din of the storms surrounding us and in stillness. 
Let us search our hearts for the compassion, wisdom, and courage to embrace the cross of the 
moment and birth CHRIST anew.  
May we become LOVE tempered like gold in the fires of our time. Amen 
  



 

Song   O Ancient LOVE   
 Text & Music:  Michael Joncas   

 
Blessing & Peace 

 
Postlude    Darkness II 
    By Marney Curran 

 
  



 

  
  



  



 

 
  



 
 

Make sure you are on our MAILING LIST 
so that we can send you all the Zoom Links 

We want to see your smiling face as often as possible! 
Send an email to: holycrossnewmarket@bell.net  

and we will be sure to send you all our news! 
 
 

OFFERINGS: 
There are several ways to ensure that we are able to continue meeting our commitments. 

 

You can mail in your offerings: 
Holy Cross Lutheran Church 

1035 Wayne Drive 
Newmarket, On. L3Y 2W9 

 

You can sign up to our Preauthorized Remittance Program PAR 
contact our Treasurer Sharon Smyth who will guide you 

 

You can go to Holy Cross’ CanadaHelps page to donate just follow the link: 
 

https://www.canadahelps.org/en/dn/36983 
 

E-transfer 
You can now transfer funds via email to: 

holy.cross.donations@rogers.com 
 

 


